BACHELOR OF ARTS with a MAJOR in MUSIC
CAPSTONE PROPOSAL

Name (please print): ______________________________

Program and Notes (as applicable) polished draft due to private instructor (3 weeks prior to hearing): __________

Hearing Date: __________________________________

Program and Notes (as applicable) final draft due to Ricoh (3 weeks prior to recital): ______________________

Title of Project (if applicable): __________________________________________________________________

Format of Senior Capstone (check one):
___ Performance recital: 40-50 minutes minimum plus summative component (e.g. program notes or poster presentation).
___ Composition recital: 45 minutes minimum of original compositions/arrangements, plus summative component (e.g. program notes).*
___ Combined recital: 30 minutes performance, plus 30 minutes other (lecture, conducting, composition, research paper, compositions, integrated project with double major, other please describe).
___ Thesis and/or Presentation.*

*If your format does not include a minimum of 30 minutes of solo or chamber music performed on your primary instrument, please see instructions under student responsibilities.

Separately please describe in a clear, concise, one- to two-page proposal:

I. The subject of the senior capstone and the course of preparation leading to it. How is this capstone a culmination of your major courses (including an area of concentration if applicable)? How does this capstone integrate additional fields such as a second major or minor (if applicable).

II. The format of the capstone, including applicable information such as the personnel needed to successfully complete the project, proposed program (composers, titles, movements, and approximate durations), and/or a brief outline of lecture or thesis project.

III. A timeline for successful completion of the project including proposed dates for recital hearing, dress rehearsal, and performance; submission date for compositions to performers and rehearsal schedule; and/or submission of written document draft and final version.

IV. Include an annotated list of at least 7-10 sources which will provide background material for your capstone; this list may include books, journal articles, recordings, videos, websites, and scores. (The annotation is a short summary of the source’s contents and why it applies to your project. Annotations from MUSCAT or online databases are fine, but must be appropriately cited.) You will not have completed the reading/listening at this point.

V. List any paper/project requirements as specified by faculty sponsor (e.g. additional deadlines, length of project/number of pages, requirements for public presentation).

STUDENT (signature): __________________________________ DATE: ________________________

COMMITTEE: Having read and approved this Capstone Project plan as outlined above and on the attached pages, I agree to serve on this capstone committee and to evaluate the final recital, project, and/or paper.

____________________________________________ (sponsor) DATE: ______________________

____________________________________________ DATE: ______________________

____________________________________________ DATE: ______________________
BA CAPSTONE PROCEDURES FOR STUDENTS

The Gettysburg College curriculum mandates a capstone experience for every major, which will normally be completed in the senior year. The student completing the capstone is expected to (1) engage in an experience that integrates learning across the major curriculum, (2) demonstrate an appropriate level of mastery over the chosen area of concentration, and (3) demonstrate mastery of the communication conventions of the major. How does your proposed capstone demonstrate these three areas of learning? As you propose your capstone you should also address other questions such as:

- What questions, issues, or problems will you investigate in the process of your capstone?
- What courses/experiences in your major(s), minor(s), and in the Gettysburg Curriculum have led you to this topic?
- How does this project provide an appropriate “capstone” experience for your individual music concentration?
- How does this project demonstrate mastery of the conventions of communication in your major?
- What disciplines and/or methodologies will you employ?
- What texts, recordings, and other materials will provide background material for the project? Your list may include books, journal articles, recordings, videos, websites, and scores.
- Will you have any collaborators? If so, who are they, and what will be their role?

STUDENT RESPONSIBILITIES:

- Start planning by at least the beginning of your junior year: What do you want to accomplish with this capstone? Begin conversations with the appropriate sponsor(s) of your capstone. For a thesis project in musicology, a musicologist would be expected. For a performance project, the sponsor is normally the applied teacher. Your studio teacher may request that you seek a sponsor for your program notes. For a hybrid project such as a lecture recital, the student could seek co-sponsors, such as the applied teacher and another faculty member.

- Each capstone project will be directed by a committee of three faculty members. Your primary sponsor, in consultation with you, is responsible for forming your committee.

- Define the scope of the project. Make a proposal that describes how the project demonstrates integrated learning across the major, mastery of the concentration area, and communication conventions of the major. See proposal topics on cover sheet and reflection questions above.

- A capstone proposal must be submitted to and approved by your committee by the end of fall semester junior year for capstones to be completed in the fall of senior year and by the end of spring semester junior year for capstones to be completed in the spring of senior year.

- Once the capstone proposal is approved, students will be allowed to register for the appropriate 400-level MUS capstone. Students performing a recital must complete the Recital Request Form and turn it in to the conservatory office. The student will then be notified of their assigned date for the Capstone Recital.

- The student will engage in a ‘progress check’ prior to the completion of the project. In the case of a performance or combined recital, a recital hearing will occur three weeks in advance of the proposed

---

1 Excerpted from charge to departments for creation of capstone experiences.
recital date. The student will coordinate performers, schedule the recital hall, etc. Your capstone committee will serve as the jury for both the hearing and for the final performance. The committee may or may not want to hear the entire performance and/or lecture, but all components of the recital should be prepared for presentation. The jury could approve the recital to go forward, approve conditionally (with conditions outlined) and schedule another hearing, or cancel/reschedule the recital for later. Another outcome might be that the recital would not be approved for public performance, but heard privately by the committee, with concomitant grading consequences. A student writing a musicological thesis should adhere to the recital/program notes due dates in the contract with a polished draft of the thesis due to the capstone sponsors three weeks prior to the due date for the final draft.

- The student is responsible for scheduling the hearing and booking the recital hall for rehearsals in addition to the peripherals of the presentation from invitations to posters, videotaping and recording, reception, and ushers. See the Recital Checklist in the Student Handbook.

- Assessments: The primary sponsor has responsibility for the final capstone grade, including coordinating committee input. The program notes advisor (who may also be your studio teacher) will give a P/F grade. If the program notes receive an F, they will not be printed with the program, and the capstone grade will be reduced. If you choose to speak the notes from the stage, you must be coached by your capstone sponsor. Members of your committee will each submit a grade for your final performance or paper; these will be averaged and count as 1/3 of your grade for capstone. Your primary sponsor is responsible for the remaining 2/3 of your capstone grade. If the project has co-sponsors, each will contribute 1/3 of your grade.

- All B.A. students with a major in music must give a public summative presentation of musical performance on their primary instrument/voice (30 minutes of solo and/or chamber music) during their junior or senior year. If this presentation is not part of the senior capstone – for example, if the student is writing a musicological thesis – this performance requirement does not contribute toward the capstone grade.

NOTES FOR FACULTY

- The primary sponsor is responsible for contacting the remaining faculty members on the committee and confirming their willingness to serve. In the case of a performance project, availability for the appointed dates for the hearing and the recital should also be confirmed.

- The primary sponsor will chair the capstone committee. In the event of co-sponsors, this responsibility will be negotiated.

- A copy of the capstone proposal will be filed in the conservatory office as a part of the student’s personal file.

- The primary sponsor is responsible for submitting the final capstone grade to the registrar.
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